My dear Spencer

There is only time to catch a line or two by official natic - damn them - tie no pretty closely to the office till the routine work of the office was near to me - I am only just beginning to get a fair grip of things. When I have got thoroughly into the work I shall have more leisure. Then I shall write you my impressions of the place, the people etc. All my spare time is occupied in arranging my collection which to fill a large representa the I am fixing it in my own efficient room abroad the
along the Magi Chorus & Ulrica 4 Indulsa flashed a light. So we
just crested edges Andrea later on.
I am to lecture at Warneiro in a
month am going to stop repeat the
Adelaisa Lecture I should now to attend
is by for say 20 minutes by
writing up something about the
medicine men how they are made re
all anything can you think suitable
for a popular educational lecture
how may give this your attention
as any I used a good fellow let
me have it as soon as possible.
I propose ending the lecture with a
series of famous stories. I have also
been asked to repeat the lecture at
Warneiro now are preferably that
people will want me to give it
here - Shambra Yes now Dog.